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Thirteen new single night adventures for the Call of Cthulhu role playing game (Non-Mythos

Setting).

This is a group of one off adventures that take place in movies. Your investigators can be used, but

most of the stories are premade adventures with premade characters. The adventures aren't ground

breaking, but a lot of fun!

The conceit of these 13 stand-alone adventures is that they break the mold of the standard Call of

Cthulhu fair, going for horror movie schlock as opposed to inexorable cosmic horror. They are not

intended to be taken on the same level as the other publications in the series, and break some of

the cherished - sometimes unwritten - rules vis-ÃƒÂ -vis Call of Cthulhu.There is even the

suggestion made that the GM provide special miniatures painted in shades of grey to bring home

the black-and-white horror movie milieu.The adventures are a mixed bag, but served in their day as

a small holiday from the gloom, doom and despondency of an ongoing campaign. A bit of fun for

Halloween as it were. Look at the cover to see that Chaosium were not being entirely serious with

this one. If you are looking for dark cosmic horror, you should move on.Physically the book is the



usual early to mid 1990s affair; a perfect bound paperback, approximately 8.5 by 11 inches, thin

card covers with a glossy finish, matte paper in black and white inside.I bought it new for about $20

if memory serves. These days a Chaosium paperback of this type sells for on the order of $35. This

one will command a collector's price, of course.If the price is too rich for your pocket I happen to

know that Chaosium was selling as of the time of my writing a pdf version of this publication. I don't

know what the quality of that is like, however, and can't say that it was produced from an electronic

master rather than a scan of the original. I doubt it would have live links in it as I possess two of the

latest Chaosium pdf products and they don't. ctrl+shift+n is your friend with these.
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